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A light shines on Mexico where there is both hope AND suffering. The purpose of this newsletter is to celebrate the birthing of peace that is happening because of nonviolent grassroots efforts there AND to promote Michigan Peace Team’s new accompaniment campaign that advocates action
in the United States in support of nonviolent grassroots efforts in Mexico.
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The word accompaniment means walking with threatened individuals,
communities, and organizations to deter violence against them and to help
create the space they need to continue their human rights and peace with
justice work. It requires taking stands. Here are some expressions:
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Julie Slowik
Elizabeth Walters
In partnership with MPT’s
International Policy Committee

UnderSTANDing: We need to understand the situation and root
causes of the injustice and violence. We also need to know the leverage
we have and possible shifts in that leverage.
STANDING for: We stand for the power of active nonviolence. We are
unarmed and choose to accompany unarmed citizens or members of
unarmed popular movements.
STANDING between: We stand between perpetrators of violence and
the people they target.
STANDING with: We stand with people at home and abroad. Knowing
that they are not alone, keeps them from growing discouraged. 1

All this is best understood in the context of face to face relationships like
the 14 peace teams & delegations MPT sent to Mexico in response to invitations. Nonetheless, these experiences taught us that the roots of many
human rights abuses and much violence in Mexico are the result of policies
and injustice on BOTH sides of the border. In light of this learning we want
to accompany friends in Mexico in new ways from across the border. For
example if we raise awareness regarding lax U.S. gun laws and help stop
guns from going from our country to Mexico, violence will be reduced and
lives will be saved. This newsletter invites readers to join MPT in our effort
to accompany from across the border. So let us begin anew!
1

Moser-Puangsuwan and Weber (ed,). Nonviolent Intervention Across Borders. Moser-Puangsuwan and Weber
(ed.,). (Hawaii: Spark M Matsunaga Institute for Peace, 2000). P 207-232. Inspired by Ed Kinnane’s Chapter.
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The Michigan Peace Team Journey with the Mayans of
Chiapas, Mexico
By Peter Dougherty
From 1996 – 1999, very early in our Michigan
Peace Team (MPT) history, we had the privilege of
sending several peace
teams to the state of Chiapas, Mexico, as history was
being made by the indigenous Mayan people. Most
lived in the Lacondon jungle
in autonomous Mayan villages. They were very poor
after centuries of colonization and neglect.

She said that the uprising gave visibility to indigenous struggles that had been growing since the
eighties in Latin America
and it soon became the
precursor to other movements.

Another said: “I track the
news on Internet everyday
and the EZLN is cited all
over for one reason or another—it is a permanent
reference.” Many participants linked the Zapatista
On January 1, 1994, a ragmovement to the new
tag group calling itself the
movements in Spain,
Zapatista Army of National
Chiapas, Mexico—For Chiapas location, see star on the map
Greece, Tunis, Egypt,
Liberation (EZLN) came out
Yemen, the United States (the Occupy movement)
of the jungle and took over 6 towns, with deand other nations.
mands for justice. They represented the uprising
of many autonomous communities. The Zapatistas
With this background, I offer a glimpse of some of
immediately captured the imagination of the
the experiences of the MPT teams in Chiapas durworld.
ing those early years of the Mayan struggle.
The Mexican government and military responded
The Diocesan Human Rights Center in the city of
with brutal repression. The intent was to destroy
San Cristobal put out a call to internationals to
their social fabric, thereby destroying their resisprovide a protective presence for the Mayan Zapatance.
tistas. In 1996 Our MPT team spent weeks in La
Sultana. Several months before, the military enThe Zapatistas continue today in nonviolent resistered the village and attacked the people, who
tance. In January, activists and academics from
fled for their lives deeper into the jungle. As the
international presence was established they considered it safe enough to return home.

Calendar published jointly by the Edinburgh Solidarity Group & Kiptik. All
sales go to health and drinking waterprojects in Zapatista communities.
http://londonmexicosolidarity.org/content/zapatista-2012-calendar-sale

around the world gathered in San Cristobal, Chiapas, to discuss the importance of the 1994 Zapatista uprising on its 18th anniversary.1
One participant said that the explosion of the
EZLN on the scene in 1994 was the first major
moment of global resistance to neo-liberalism.

The military would no longer go into that village to
abuse the people because we internationals were
there. We accompanied this Tzeltal Mayan community of 400 people, even joining in their celebrations. Daily we made certain we remained very
visible to the military. We documented the current
locations of military gun towers and installations
surrounding the village as part of a report we delivered to the Human Rights Center when we left.
As is usually the case, we felt we had received
much more than we gave.
In 1997 MPT was present in two of the five
“Aguascalientes” villages that were the cultural
centers of the Zapatista revolution. Internationals
were always present to help deter attacks by the
military.
Continued on page 3
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The Michigan Peace Team Journey

continued

When MPT arrived at one of them, Oventic, two of
the EZLN “Commandantes” spent time informing
the team of the situation. They told how the
“White Guards” were formed, armed, trained, and
financed by the Mexican government, as part of
the counterinsurgency plan to destroy the EZLN.
They told how public security would enter surrounding communities, burn homes, rob and terrorize the people, with many fleeing for their lives.
Oventic was never attacked.

MPT members teamed
up with the Christian
Peacemaker Teams
(CPT) in a few villages
for 3 months. Another
MPT team went to other
villages. MPT conducted
a nonviolence training
for a CPT delegation
early in the year.

The Diocese of San Cristobal asked MPT to accompany a January 1998 Pilgrimage of the Mayan
people through the country. The purpose was to
educate and build support among the people of
Mexico for the Mayan struggle for civil rights. The
pilgrimage consisted of a caravan of 26 buses
carrying 1,000
Mayan Zapatistas. We made
ourselves as visible as possible
as internationals.
Large numbers
of Mexicans welcomed the Mayans in city after
city. The Pilgrimage ended in Mexico City. There was no attack on
the caravan, and the Zapatista mission was successful.

The pastor of the Catholic parish which covered
the whole county of Tila was under a death threat
from the paramilitary group of the region. He was
forbidden to enter approximately one-third of the
villages. He arranged for an MPT team of two of
us, both Catholic priests, to visit many of those
communities. They were overjoyed to have us
there. We prayed with the people, and heard their
stories of struggle. We reported back to the pastor
afterward. We explored the possibility of creating
a long-term MPT team in Tila, but were unable to
pull together the resources at the time.

In May of 1998 the Human Rights Center sent us
to visit isolated communities it had not been in
touch with for a month and gather information
about military action and the condition of the people. I have my hand-drawn map of the towns of
the region in my journal, and it feels sacred to
me. Tzajalchen was typical. There was little medicine and many were ill with whooping cough, fevers, parasites and worms. The army and paramilitaries prevented them from going to their
fields, and they were hungry. One man said he
expected to die of starvation. I was amazed at the
people’s strength in community in that low intensity war against them.
Several MPT teams were in Chiapas in 1999. Two

Those early experiences in Chiapas were influential in shaping who MPT is today. I carry a deep
love for the people. We learned from the Zapatistas that the oppressed who invite us internationals
to bring what leverage our presence might have,
are themselves strong and courageous as they
actively carve out their world of love and justice in
community.

Map, photos and flyer from Google Images-Zapatistas and Maps
1.

Zapatistas: 18 Years of Rebellion and Resistance, by Marcela Salas Cassani, COUNTERPUNCH, January 5, 2012
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Mexico …








A country where the murder rate tripled
during the administration of outgoing
President Calderon … where the government reports that more than 47,000 people have died in drug violence from December 1, 2006 to September 2011,
which is the last time the government
issued a “murder” report1 … The Movement for Peace with Justice and Dignity,
which was founded by human rights activist and poet Javier Sicilia, puts the death
toll at 70,000 ...
A country where the military and police
have committed widespread human
rights violations in their efforts to combat
violent drug cartels—including killings,
torture and disappearances.2
A country where it is widely believed that
the federal troops deployed by President
Calderon in the cities and streets of Mexico, were part of problem rather than part
of the solution ...
A country in grief, yet an amazing people
noted for their resilience, hope, courage.

1 The

Associated Press, September 1, 2012

2 Human

Rights Watch, August 6, 2012

Juarez, Mexico …


A city where the social fabric has been
torn by poverty, migration, the maquiladora industry, NAFTA, and drug trafficking/drug wars ...



A city where more than 410 young
women were found, murdered, mutilated,
and raped from 1993 to the present ...



A city that has lived in the presence of
death for years ...



A community in grief, yet an amazing
community of people noted for their resilience, hope, courage ….

MPT Accompanying
the People of Juarez, Mexico
By Elizabeth Walters, IHM
In 2009, Michigan Peace Team received an invitation from the
Juarez Human Rights Center to send peace teams to help in
the face of escalating violence. In response, two teams were
sent. The first was our exploratory team of four: Rene, Jose,
Berta, and I. Our mission was to assess the situation, make
key contacts, and submit recommendations for future MPT
peace teams. At the end of our stay, we submitted a 37 page report! While in Juarez, our team also accompanied many people in
their daily lives, work, and in their hope for peace with justice.
It did not take long to learn that the situation was dire. Drug cartels
were waging war. Military and police were omnipresent. Political
corruption was rampant. Unspeakable violence was on the rise.
For the people of Juarez, living and working in the presence of
death had become a way of life. It seemed that everyone knew and
loved one or more family members, friends, or neighbors who had
been recently murdered. Yet, the resilience, hope, and courage of
the vast majority of people was striking.
An event that touched my heart deeply took place on November 2,
2009. That day many hundreds of us from Juarez went to the Mexican/U.S. border. Stretched before us were vast tracts of desert
where hundreds of people had recently died as they tried to walk
from Mexico to United States. Also at the site were three tables
buttressed together against the chain linked fence that separated
Mexico from the United States. At one table the bishop from the
Juarez Diocese in Mexico stood with our huge crowd; at the second
table, the bishop from the El Paso Diocese in Texas stood with another crowd; at the third table the bishop from Las Cruces Diocese
in New Mexico stood with his people. Border patrols surrounded us
on both sides of the border, and they watched us like hawks.
The religious service was very moving. It included challenging readings, a rousing homily, and Eucharist - the bread of life, was
passed through links in the fence. We had come to remember those
who died while crossing the border. Also, we lifted up the need for
U.S. immigration reform. Most important we experienced what this
planet might be like without separation barriers.
During 2010, the second Juarez MPT peace team walked with the
people of Juarez for four and a half months. This peace team found
ways to keep children who were playing outdoors, out of harm’s
way. Angie coordinated this effort. All the children were kept safe,
even on the day when a person was murdered near the field where
the children were playing. Each day the peace team also visited the
homes of people who had lost a family member to violence. Nina
coordinated this effort. It was especially dangerous to visit these
families because gangs viewed such visits as taking sides against
the gang who had murdered the family member, so visitors were
targeted. Nevertheless, it was important to visit the families who
lost loved ones because they were regularly victimized by the gangs
and often ostracized by neighbors who feared gang reprisal. The
peace team kept visiting, neighbors became less fearful, and the
families of victims became more free from harm.

Michigan Peace Team
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The Birth of Mexico’s Peace Movement:
from Death, Comes Life
By Amy Smetana
In March 2011, 24-year-old Juan Sicilia was
found brutally murdered outside of Cuernavaca, Mexico. Like the tens of thousands
of families across Mexico who have lost their
sons, daughters, fathers and mothers to violence, Juan’s father, Javier Sicilia, was devastated. With the loss of his son, this wellknown poet lost his ability to write poetry as well.
Yet, he did not lose his voice. Instead, this tragedy propelled Javier Sicilia to speak out in a new
way against the violence and suffering that the
drug war has delivered to countless families
across Mexico. By sharing his painful, personal
story, he has given voice to thousands voices,
that came together to ignite the Movement for
Peace with Justice and Dignity (MPJD).
Many who have lost loved ones to violence had to
deal with not only a painful loss, but also the fear
that neighbors, friends, relatives would interpret
the murder as proof that their loved one was involved in organized crime. President Calderon perpetuated this assumption, stating that criminals
accounted for 90 percent of all killed in drugrelated violence. To address this painful stigma,
the MPJD has organized caravans that have
served as a mobile forum for victims families to
share their stories and call for justice. More than
just interrupting the Mexican government’s interpretation of the rising death tally, the caravans
and other MPJD events have provided a platform
for civil society to push for a shift away from the
current militarized approach to violence, and towards accountability and revitalizing the social
fabric that has been worn so thin in recent years.
The groundswell of activity in Mexico to promote
justice and peace is inspiring. However, the problems perpetuating this violence require actions for
those of us north of the border as well. The United
States is not only the primary consumer of drugs
trafficked through Mexico, but also is a key source
of firepower for organized crime. Yet many Americans fail to recognize our role in this crisis. To promote understanding, the MPJD is embarking on a
caravan this summer throughout the United
States, starting in Los Angeles and ending in
Washington DC.

This caravan
hopes to raise
awareness of
how the United
States contributes to these
problems in
Mexico and,
more importantly, how we
From Global Exchange Website-http://
can become
part of the so- www.globalexchange.org/mexico/caravan/
lution.
To promote awareness about gun smuggling into
Mexico and its destructive impact, a powerful
photo exhibit called “ A Farewell to Arms: Contraband on the Border,” will travel with the caravan.
An estimated 70% of firearms captured at crime
scenes in Mexico during 2009 and 2010 and submitted for tracing originated in the United States,
according to a congressional report released last
year. Lax gun policies have made the United
States a source of cheap and easily attainable
weapons for drug cartels. The powerful images in
this exhibit provide a glimpse of the impact of
arms trafficking on communities and families
across Mexico. A realization of the heavy price
paid by families who have lost loved ones to
smuggled guns is unavoidable. A petition to President Obama to curb gun smuggling will accompany the exhibit to give viewers the opportunity to
contribute to a solution. In late summer, the caravan will deliver this petition with its signatures
from thousands of people from Mexico, the United
States and all over the world to Washington, DC
and, hopefully, the White House. This is one crucial way, among many, that the United States can
change from a passive facilitator of violence into
an active defender of peace.
To sign the petition, go to: http://
www.change.org/petitions/stop-illegal-gunsmuggling-that-fuels-violence-in-mexico
Reprinted with permission from:
Latin America Working Group, The Advocate, May/
June 2012, Volume 10, Issue 1
424 C Street NE, Washington DC 20002,
www.lawG.org where Amy Smetana is an intern.
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Opportunities — Take Action!
U.S. policies towards Mexico, the U.S./Mexico border region, and immigration have led to deaths, human rights abuses, and economic exploitation on both sides of the border. Inspired by the efforts of
the Latin American Working Group and the excellent work happening here in Michigan, MPT’s Mexico
Accompaniment Group invites you to participate in one or more of these actions:
ACTION OPPORTUNITY: Help stop the flow of guns across the border.
Sign the petition to President Obama: "Stop Illegal Gun Smuggling
That Fuels Violence in Mexico"
Go to: http://www.change.org/petitions/stop-illegal-gun-smuggling-that-fuelsviolence-in-mexico
ACTION OPPORTUNITY - Learn and take action regarding immigrant rights
1. Participate in the Statewide Immigrant Rights Summit at Lansing Community College, at
the W. Campus, 5708 Cornerstone Dr., Lansing, MI 48917 on Friday September 28th from 8:30 AM
to 5:00 PM. it's a great opportunity for immigrant and refugee advocates and service provider to
gather and discuss the challenges facing Michigan’s immigrants and refugees. Other professional
development, networking and coalition building forums. View agenda and register by Friday, September 21st at Michigan Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights (MCIRR) website http://
www.mcirr.org/index.html
2. Attend Six Free Classes on Wednesdays: October 3 to November 7, 2012 from 7:00-8:30
At Jackson Chapel, First Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Ann Arbor, 4001 Ann Arbor-Saline
Rd., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103. The Church’s web site with directions is at http://uuaa.org/
directions-and-transportation To register, Contact Carolyn Madden, cgmadden@gmail.com
 Oct 3 – Understanding the Causes of Migration
 Oct 10 – History of Immigration in the U.S.
 Oct 17 – Economics of (Im)migration
 Oct. 24 – Security, Enforcement, and Human Rights
 Oct 31 – Who Benefits from a Broken System
 Nov 7 – Seeking Solutions
Please take a look UUA’s immigration site http://www.uua.org/ http://
www.uua.org/immigration/re/moral/guide/index.shtmlX
ACTION OPPORTUNITY: Help to address the anti-immigrant sentiment currently spreading throughout the USA.
Commit to talking to a minimum of three family members, friends, co-workers, or acquaintances each week for an extended period of time about this concern. Invite conversation; share information and your convictions.
ACTION OPPORTUNITY: Take action regarding border control
1. Organize a screening or a house party to watch PBS’s Need to Know documentary about unchecked
Border Patrol brutality entitled Crossing the Line, parts 1 & 2 http://www.pbs.org/wnet/need-toknow/security/video-first-look-crossing-the-line/13597/
2. Sign and publicize the petition asking Attorney General Eric Holder to direct the Department of Justice to open a thorough investigation of all of the killings that have occurred since 2010. Go to:
http://act.presente.org/act/anastasio
MPT’s Mexico blog:
There’s lots of information and action ideas. Go to http://mptinjuarez.blogspot.com/
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Support the Work of Women
at Centro Santa Catalina in Juarez, Mexico
Centro Santa Catalina is in Ciudad Juarez, the
Mexican City across the Rio Grande from El Paso,
Texas. It is located on what was once the Juarez
municipal garbage dump. The people living there
are for the most part, newly migrated from the
central parts of Mexico. They represent the
"underside of globalization." They migrated to
Juarez seeking jobs in international factories
called maquiladoras for minimal wages ranging
from $3.70 a day to $5.00 a day. They live either
in cardboard shacks or simple one to two room
cinder block houses. Though the area now has
some sewer and water services as well as electricity, not all homes have access. Garbage pick-up is
minimal.
Centro Santa Catalina was started as a project
initiated by two Adrian Dominican Sisters. After
four years (1992-1996) of accompanying women
the Sisters were invited to begin a women's center
with the residents. Since its foundation, Centro
Santa Catalina has grown into a humble center for
women and their families. All projects and programs of the Center are planned, developed, instituted, and evaluated by the women involved.

How you can help
Are you looking for the
perfect Christmas gift,
something unique for a
special person? Do you
want to support fair
trade? Would you like
to help a woman provide for her family? If
you answered YES please consider purchasing
handcrafts made by the women of the Centro
Santa Catalina sewing cooperative.
Go to http://www.centrosantacatalina.org/
In the Products section of this website you can
also see all the items produced by the sewing cooperative. Order forms are available. All products
can be ordered by mail.
Also the women invite you to explore the website
to learn more about the programs, the stories of
some of the women and other news from the
Center.
For more information call: Sister Maureen in
the El Paso Office - 915-564-9003.

Be the Change You want to Happen!
A wonderful way is to get more deeply Involved in Michigan Peace Team
Come to the next Nonviolent Training!
STEP TWO: Advanced Nonviolence Training
At Mercy Center
28650 W. 11 Mile Rd., Farmington Hills, MI, 48336
DATES: Sept. 24-28, 2012

Apply for an international peace team!
Go to michiganpeaceteam.org and select teams

Give a gift to continue the MPT dream!

If you are able to make a financial contribution to help
support the vision and mission of Michigan Peace Team,
Go beyond the basics; practice & explore in depth!
your gift is needed! Here are three easy ways to give:
grow your skills in active nonviolence; bring new
learnings to your home, neighborhood, work site;
learn about domestic & international peace teams.

Open to All!
REGISTER NOW:
CALL: 517-484-3178 or EMAIL: NicoleR.MPT@gmail.com or
MaryHanna.MPT@gmail.com
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CONTENT?
Call or email us

Hope to see you there!

1. Check: send Payable to Michigan Peace Team via
postal mail. See address, page 8
2. Network for Good: donate via MPT’s web site: michiganpeaceteam.org
3. Credit Card: call the MPT office at 517 484-3178 to
request a return envelop and credit card donation
form
Donation are tax deductible in keeping with laws.

Michigan Peace Team
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Michigan Peace Team
808 W. Barnes Ave
Lansing, MI 48910
517 484-3178
Our Vision:
We seek a just world grounded in nonviolence and respect for the
sacred interconnectedness of all life.
Our Mission:
Michigan Peace Team pursues peace through active nonviolence in
places of conflict.
Our Goals:
 Recruiting, training, and placing Peace Teams both domestically
and internationally



Educating the public to the vision and practice of nonviolence,
particularly as it relates to nonviolent conflict intervention



Cooperating, supporting, and participating with local peace and
justice groups, particularly as it relates to our Mission



Providing training in active nonviolence designed for the specific
needs of the participants

Michigan Peace Team Web Site: michiganpeaceteam.org

MPT 2012 Newsletter Working Group
Nancy Ayotte
Kim Redigan
Paula Marie Deubel
Annette Thomas
Barbara Nolin
Liz Walters
Newsletter Artwork
Nancy Ayotte creates all the artwork for MPT newsletters. Her creations are pure gift to MPT and our readers. This gift is yours to freely
use in other peace work.
MPT Core Members
Mary Pat Dewey
Mary Ann Ford
Jasiu Malinowski

Paul Pratt
Sheri Wader

MPT Staff and Email Addresses
Peter Dougherty
Mary Hanna
Nicole Rohrkemper
Elizabeth Walters

cpeterdougherty. mpt@gmail.com
maryhanna.mpt@gmail.com
nicoler.mpt@gmail.com
elizabethwalters.mpt@gmail.com

International Peace Team Blogs:
http://MPTinPalestine.Blogspot.com
http://MPTinJuarez.Blogspot.com

Weekly MPT Volunteers

MPT Newsletters, 2008-2011, are available online
http://michiganpeaceteamnewsletters.blogspot.com

MPT’s Education toward Empowerment Website:
mptpeaceteameducation.org

Margaret Beahan Charlene Jamison Mark Zussman

Up-coming Michigan Peace Team Events & Talks
Join us for a Buy the Change
Trunk Show sponsored by
Lourdes in Dearborn, MI
Sunday, September 30, 2012
2:30 PM to 5:30 PM
To register contact Elizabeth at MPT via email at
elizabethwalters.mpt@gmail.com
If you can’t make the show you can still help make a
difference. Go to www.buythechangeusa.org
Place and order and put “Lourdes” in the coupon box.
Your purchase will count toward Michigan Peace Team.
Social Teachings & Human Rights Documents
Kim Redigan
Saturday, September 29, 2012,
At Detroit Catholic Pastoral Alliance, 9200 Gratiot 48213

Peace Transcends Politics

Campaign, Vote, and Keep Doing the Peace Work!

Saturday, November 3, 2012
Wine & Cheese - 6:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Program - 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
At Marygrove College, Madame Cadillac Building
8425 W. McNichols Rd., Detroit, MI 48221
Watch for details
on additional, up-coming MPT events ...



In December 2012 MPT is sponsoring an “On
the Way to Nonviolence” event in Traverse
City, MI



In January 2013 MPT is sponsoring a Zumba
Event that will celebrate fun and healthy exercise AND nonviolence and peace.



Throughout 2013 we will be celebrating
Michigan Peace Team’s 20th Anniversary.
This celebration will culminate in a wonderful
surprise at the MPT 2013 Signature event!

For Ministers of Service Training Participants
Workshop: Spirituality of Nonviolence
Monday November 12, 12:30 PM to 2:00 PM
Peter Dougherty and Elizabeth Walters
St. Paul Episcopal Church,
218 W. Ottawa St. Lansing, MI 48933

